
Manchester and Salford Ramblers 

Annual Reports 2018 

Chair’s Report 

Well we have made it to ten years old.  What a decade it has been.  The group has grown in confidence and we organise 

a great programme of walks, weekends away and social events, and are involved in a range of important and interesting 

projects. 

This has been an odd year for me.  As many of you will know my partner was taken ill on a walking holiday in Crete and 

has been in hospital for several months.  This meant I was not able to fulfil the responsibility of Chair as well as I would 

have liked, and I am grateful to Mags Metcalf, Margaret Manning, Geoff Jones and David Yates who have carried much 

of the burden of projects we have been involved in. 

We said goodbye to Mike Lyons – our treasurer since our formation, and welcomed Sean Dunne as our new treasurer.  

Thanks to Sean for keeping us solvent and keeping the books up to date 

We have two major footpath projects underway:  

 the Manchester Green Trail which we are developing with Transport for Greater Manchester – redoing the maps 

and directions - thanks to Geoff Jones for all his work on this (and to Mags for organising all the checking of the 

routes); 

 and working with local business to undertake a major repair on the Salford Trail – thanks to David Yates for getting 

this work underway and overseeing it 

Other work we have undertaken as part of the area or as a group includes: 

 working with the Greater Manchester Mayor and his team to improve walking.  Thanks to Alan Manning for all his 

work 

 organising walks for disabled people and their carers, funded by Sport England.  Thanks to Margaret Manning for 

liaising with carers organisations and Central Office and to Mags Metcalf for organising walks and catering. 

Footpath work is continuing, with David Yates taking on the formal role as footpath officer for Salford working with Rob 

who organises path clearing.  Maggie Walker has had meetings with Manchester City Council with a view to setting up 

an online reporting form for our inspections.  This work is nearing completion making it easier to report our findings.  

She has also been working with Richard Cleverley on inspections. Barry Windle has organised footpath clearing in 

Manchester.  However, we can see there will be even less money available from councils, so we may be required to do 

more.  Thanks to all the volunteers who inspect and clear paths. 

The group is so successful because we have a great team that organise all the activities that our members enjoy  

 Maggie Smith puts together the Walk Programme, chivvying us all to lead a walk    

 Chris Quinn find the most interesting and enjoyable social activities      

 Mags Metcalf, Margaret Manning,  Kate Wilson and Kevin for organising the weekends away 

 Geoff Jones maintains our website and is always making improvements 

 Margaret Manning chases people for articles and puts the newsletter together – we do two printed copies and 

three or four e-newsletters each year 

All these people help keep our group going and we owe them a big thank you.  Behind it all is Mags Metcalf, our 

secretary who ensures that everything gets done, organises meetings, keeps in touch with members, fills in when other 

people can’t manage (like our chair) and does all this with a smile. 

Thanks to Mags, all the committee and to our members, who through their subscriptions keep the work of the Ramblers 

alive and who support us by joining in our activities. 

Salle Dare  
October 2018 



 

Secretary’s Report 2018 

Another great year with lots going on:  

The Sun Shone - what a fantastic summer we had.  Many of us were able to enjoy walks from our varied walks 

programme in lots of amazing areas. 

Events: We attended some interesting events this year to promote The Ramblers.  The Manchester Histories event this 

year June was held at The Central Library – a different venue from the usual Manchester Town Hall.  Nonetheless we 

enjoyed meeting people – many interested in walking and cycling.  Thanks to the volunteers who came along for the 

day.  We had a stall at the Salford History Event.  This was in a small hall in Salford but was packed with interesting stall 

holders and it was busy.  So hopefully we were able to promote walking and how we try to improve conditions for 

everyone who enjoy walking.  It is only now possible to join the Ramblers on line or by telephone. But we still have some 

interesting leaflets/posters to give out. 

Facebook:  our facebook page is very popular with nearly 400 members – not all are members but it’s a good way of 

getting people interested in seeing what we do,  posting our photos, advertising campaigns and other related walking 

topics. 

Website:  our website has changed and grown. Again it’s an excellent way of getting people to see what we do.  Geoff 

has done an excellent job of putting photos on, advertising walks, socials, events and keeping things fresh and uptodate.  

Alan continues to put walk information on The Ramblers website. 

 

GDPR:  appeared this year which has meant extra work but it must be adhered to. (see Membership Secretary’s Report.) 

So we have put in place notifications concerning photos taken on walks and information if you still want to receive 

information by email.  The Ramblers are piloting other issues- so we wait to hear further news on this.    

Beelines – The very first item in Chris Boardman’s, Made to Move strategy was to publish a Greater Manchester wide 
cycling and walking infrastructure plan.  The first part of this work has been launched as “Beelines”. They are a set of 
proposed routes in our neighbourhoods that are safe and attractive. They particularly look for new crossing points of 
busy roads that would encourage people to make walking or cycling the first choice for short journeys. Alan Manning 
asked us to consider looking at the sections near where we live.  It was then possible to make comments and report 
back. The Beelines map has now closed for further comments and likes while TfGM and Greater Manchester’s 10 
districts work to incorporate them into the second draft of the network map. Public drop-in sessions are being held in all 
districts throughout October and November, and the feedback from those sessions will also inform the next version of 
the map. Contact your local council for details. The next version of the map will be published in the New Year with the 
comment and like facility restored. In the meantime, all existing comments and likes are displayed for people to view. 

Email: I am still hoping to get as many people on email as possible but this is proving more time consuming and difficult 

because of GDPR.  It does save us time and money and members get more information by this method. 

AGM:  We are celebrating our 10th Anniversary this year.  Our Agm is year will be held at The Edge Theatre and Arts 

Centre, Saturday 10th November. There will be a walk from there at 11 am, 12.30 lunch and celebrations and 1.30 

meeting. 

Lastly many thanks to our hard-working Committee which is dedicated and enthusiastic and who make every effort to 

ensure that we provide leadership, information, amazing Social events and varied and interesting walks to enjoy in the 

wonderful areas where we live.  

Mags Metcalf 
Secretary 
 
 
 



Treasurer's Report 2018 
 
Members may obtain a copy of the treasurer’s report from the secretary or treasurer. 
 

  Membership and Publicity report 

The membership figures up to September show an increase of one compared to the 2017 figures 
September 2018 
Total 351  
Annual - Individual 166 
Annual - Joint 98  
Annual Concession - Individual 57  
Annual Concession - Joint 24  
Life - Individual 3  
Life Concession - Individual 1  
Life Concession - Joint  
 
September 2017 
Total 350  
Annual - Individual 161  
Annual - Joint 106 
Annual Concession - Individual 56  
Annual Concession - Joint 20  
Life - Individual 3  
Life Concession - Individual 2 
Life Concession - Joint 2  
 
Membership numbers have been quite consistent throughout the year and is the same number of members as in 2016, 
it is only natural to lose members over the years through various reasons but to have a consistently high number of 
around the 350 mark is a testament to the hard work done by members in attracting new members through walks, 
socials, weekends away, and engagement with the wider community through various activities and initiatives. 
In respect of publicity and membership, the biggest impact this year has been the introduction of the GDPR (General 
Data Protection Regulations) legislation which has had a significant impact on how we can contact members (and 
potential members). Members have been asked to indicate how they would prefer to be contacted, by email, mail and 
telephone. 
The new guidelines are that the following activities are considered core to the fulfilment of membership contracts and 
therefore the contact preferences do not apply, which means members can be contacted about the following- 
Contacting new members to welcome them 
Sending a one off reminder to renew their membership 
Sending AGM notices 
The following are not core to fulfilling membership contracts and an individuals contact preference must be followed. 
Newsletters 
Walks program 
Information about activities your group or area is running, for example socials, walking festivals or events 
Details of local campaigns 
Fundraising requests to donate to the Ramblers 
Recruiting volunteers 
Annual reports 
 
As you can see this has meant a lot of work, (and confusion!) Ramblers Central Office should have contacted members 
already to ascertain their contact preferences, but this will be a long process.  If any member has not yet been contacted 
it would be very helpful, if you have not done so already, to log onto the Ramblers website and update your contact 
preferences to enable contact by email, telephone and post in order for you to receive the latest news, activities, socials 
and information from the group.  Another change under GDPR is that the old membership leaflets do not comply with 
the legislation so if you do have any of these please put them in the recycle bin and contact me if you would like any of 
the up to date leaflets.  The Ramblers are asking that any new membership applications are completed on line at  
www.ramblers.org.uk/join - if a paper copy of a membership form is required these will have to be individually printed 
off from the Ramblers website from here - PDF application form. 
 

https://ramblers.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4bb677c518fc1dedbd8910ccd&id=7d4da74963&e=956d653d0f
https://ramblers.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4bb677c518fc1dedbd8910ccd&id=6d68850e18&e=956d653d0f


Bob Lenihan 
Membership and Publicity 
 

Walks Co-ordinator’s Report   2018 

We’ve had a wealth of wild and widely spread walks throughout our area in 2017 and 2018. 

In October / November we strode Salford and Sale; had a mosey round Middleton; a walk up in Walsden and a track into 

Macclesfield.  There was a visit to Irlam and a weekend away at Hadrian’s Wall with a chill at the Sill. 

December brought us the Ramblers’ Festival of Winter Walks; to Ellenbrook by the busway and our pre-Christmas 

tradition of trekking up Tandle Hill. 

Early 2018 there was a hike to Home in Manchester, inner city Salford, visits to Bury and Worsley, Hollinwood Canal and 

Didsbury. 

March and April saw us in Mossley, Debdale and Stretford; the fairy well at Healey Dell; a roam around Marple Ridge 

and Manchester Cathedral by the bridge.  We started the longer walks when we stepped up Stoodley Pike and had an 

interesting weekend at Ingleton YH. 

In May we meandered in Moston; crossed over the Irwell by ferry; looped a line around Levenshulme and paced Heaton 

Park out in Bury. 

Throughout May, June and July we had wondrous weather and walked some of The Salford Trail and the Manchester 

Green Trail 

We thought we’d  introduce 2 short walks a month starting from the same venue so if new people came they’d have a 

familiar start point but a different walk and maybe it would encourage them to walk there again So there were 2 walks 

from Etihad Metro and 2 from Buile Hill in Salford.    There was a circuit of city centre Manchester, Prestwich, Bramhall 

and Ramsbottom and an evening in Oldham.  We stood in sunshine at beautiful Bollington and visited the resplendent 

Piethorne reservoir.  We finished with a just and peaceful evening in Manchester! 

August brought us a trip to Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Sale WP, Blackleach CP, Cheadle Hulme and a surprisingly rural 

walk to the Velodrome from Oldham.   

In September, Eccles and Haigh Hall were reached and a crepuscular cathedral encountered and a train trip to Turton 

Tower. 

There was a walk along the Mersey in October and a weekend at Hathersage Hostel which just happened to coincide 

with the appearance of the new Dr Who.  Now which one of our members is she?  …. It was certainly someone who was 

on the train! 

Numerous people turned up on our walks who weren’t members which is very encouraging as it means people are 

checking the website.  We get between 6 and 20 on the walks.  We even had about 10 hardy types on a constantly wet 

canal walk at Portland Basin and thoroughly enjoyed it!  We wouldn’t have been wetter if we’d wound up in the water 

Can I once again thank all our astonishing walk leaders for their assiduous application to finding interesting and varied 

walks and also for all the extra work behind the scenes – checking, risk assessing, General Data Protection Legislation 

(GDPR) requirements and generally being aware of the needs of ramblers on their walks.   

Maggie Smith 

Manchester Footpaths Report 
 
A small team support Richard as our current Manchester Footpaths Officer. We have about 10 path inspectors who aim 
between them to walk each footpath annually and report on its condition (although Richard has by far the biggest list of 
paths to inspect). Thanks to all those involved. 
Richard attends Area footpath meetings, and Richard, Salle and others meet twice a year with Kevin Gilham from MCC.  



 
Our current projects include:  
i) The Manchester Green Corridor is being redeveloped as the Manchester Green Trail which will be available online. 
Checking the Trail maps has been a recent focus - thanks to volunteers from Manchester and Salford that are helping 
with this.  
ii) With support from MCC we are developing an online inspection form that will enter details directly onto a google 
spreadsheet. This will save us the task of entering the footpath reports on to the spreadsheet and then reporting 
inspection progress to MCC. Those who have a smart phone will have the option to enter their inspection reports from 
out on the path. Part of this project is to allocate a "status" to each path - we've still to finalise details but these will 
include impassable/unsafe needs council action, vegetation overgrown - needs volunteer attention, poor 
signage/surface, good signage/surface. Barry will be able to check it for paths that need volunteer input. 
iii) We are hoping to get local councillors involved with us in building local support for a path (135)  in the Gorton area, 
so that next time it is cleared it remains open and used. 
iv) We are encouraging MCC to put a business case for funding to redo the "definitive map". 
 
If anyone else would be interested to help with Manchester footpaths, do let me know. 
 
Maggie Walker 

A couple of current issues to add to Maggie's comprehensive summary:  
 
1) Enquiries are still ongoing concerning the apparently unauthorised temporary closure of a small section of FP90 in 
Cheetham / Smedley while development (which has planning permission but whose progress appears to have stalled) is 
carried out;  
 
2) Edgar forwarded information on a proposed diversion of part of FP250 and FP R3 (which is a continuation) for Airport 
City development. I agree his comments that the proposal is essentially acceptable but suggested we take up the offer 
of dialogue with the developer ;  
 
3) Since MCC added my name to the list of consultees regarding developments etc affecting Manchester rights of way,  
no notifications have been received ;  
 
4) I submitted comments on behalf of Ramblers regarding the Northern Gateway regeneration framework,  generally 
welcoming the proposals,  and in particular the proposal for a River Irk linear park route,  and a Red Bank trail using a 
disused railway.  
 
 
Richard Cleverley 

Manchester Footpath Clearing 
 
The process we have in Manchester is that individual members each take responsibility for inspecting a number of 
footpaths and preparing a report on each one. This flags the need for clearance work and describes what would need 
doing. We have a list of approximately 15 volunteers who have said they would be willing to help, although in practice 
only 5 or 6 are active. Over the summer we have cleared 5 paths that needed attention and currently there is only one 
path outstanding, although we are still awaiting some inspection reports being returned. Thanks to all those who have 
supported the path clearing over the summer.  
 
Barry Windle 

 
Salford Footpath report  

 
Work continues on the summarising, simplifying and tabulating on a spread sheet the information currently available in 
paper form. Priority is given to areas and paths where there are current problems.  
 
Some other Groups in the Area have regular meetings with their Local Authorities and most have divided up their path 
network with a volunteer being responsible for reporting on the condition of all paths in their section. I think we should 
do both these things but would welcome advice on their feasibility - both the time required for the former and the 
numbers required for the latter. Rob Dean has assembled a team of path clearers who attack paths which are subject to 



vegetation ingrowth. This is working well. Ramblers HQ have generously provided material help. Whilst Rob has had a 
few new recruits, more would be welcome. 
 
Central Salford Proposals to divert a permissive path in New Bailey, initially used for the Salford Trail, have been 
discussed locally and most have accepted them as reasonable. This is, however, an ancient riverside route and I have 
recently been alerted to concerns about its destruction; I am investigating.  
Adjacent and very extensive groundwork around the Ordsall Chord has also impacted on the Trail. The current 
diversions in this area are tedious and, whilst none concern PRoWs, the developers have been approached to seek some 
integration of these separate estates. I understand it could be two years before the new paths beside the river and the 
footbridge are opened. 
 
Eccles Developments around the rugby stadium have had a major impact on the PRoW network. The main problem is 
that three converging paths (E2, E3 and E28) have, over many years, been disturbed without challenge and now present 
a confusing array of unlinked routes converging on busy road junctions. 
Proposals have been prepared recently by Indigo on behalf of developers of a new retail park adjacent to the stadium. 
These come years after the basic road infrastructure has been installed without consultation about footpaths. Indigo 
(whose officers I have met) want to divert the PRoWs onto footpaths alongside busy main roads. After discussion with 
PNFS I submitted suggestions which would have addressed the concerns of local residents (whom I have met - they feel 
disenfranchised). These would havetaken the paths away from the roads and allowed connection between E3 and E28 
(creating an off-road route from Barton Bridge to Chat Moss). I have just been advised by Salford City Council that our 
proposals have been comprehensively rejected by the developers; I am consulting with Area and PNFS on next moves. 
A recently submitted proposal by Aldi to build a food store at Barton would further obstruct E3 /4 despite the applicants 
claiming that there are no PRoWs affected by the development. I have submitted a formal object to SCC and been 
supported by Area and PNFS.  
 
Swinton & Pendlebury Work continues on the upgrade of that part of the Salford Trail which runs alongside the River 
Irwell at Clifton (S&P14) behind the old Chloride battery works. We have the generous support of Building Chemical 
Research who wish to build up the path with chippings over 250m and apply a polymer resin surface. The main problem 
is access to deliver the required large quantities of material to this remote site. Discussions with adjacent land owners 
have finally been successful; a site meeting has been agreed for mid November. Work is expected to begin in April 2019. 
An additional issue here is the much earlier and unsatisfactory diversion of S&P14 - which used to go through the 
factory! The path now ends at a Permissive Path which in turn leads into S&P12 and Clifton Country Park; a very 
unsatisfactory arrangement. Application to re-designate this PP as a PRoW will be considered once the lower part has 
been resurfaced.  
Higher up the Salford Trail towards Clifton Country Park the closure of two track-level crossings on the Manchester to 
Bolton main railway line by Network Rail and their replacement by a single footbridge has severed S&P 10 and 11.  
There was no consultation before these works were carried out. The footbridge has not yet been opened so the Salford 
Trail has been diverted to cross the line higher up. Once the bridge is available then diversions to S&P 10 and 11 will be 
available. They are lengthy but, taken with the availability of adjacent Permissive Paths, I did not consider the outcome 
was unreasonable; the ST can be pleasantly reconstructed. However, Area have officially objected to this proposal. I 
would value advice on next steps. 
 
Worsley A site visit prompted by the proposal to divert a footpath around a factory extension in Walkden failed to find 
the path (W122); long since overgrown and fenced off. The outcome of dialogue with SCC is the reinstatement of this 
path in a slightly diverted route which will provide a short link to the much used path network around Blackleach 
Country Park.  
 
David Yates 
 
Addendum to 21st Oct 2018 Salford footpath report  

 
Irwell Riverside This was mentioned briefly at the last Area meeting but no action was proposed. I have subsequently 
spoken to Gloria Gaffney who represents the Pedestrians Association; she opposes the application to divert the riverside 
path. Gloria, in turn, is in discussion with SCC as a member of the PA, not of Ramblers. Our local Rambler Group have 
decided not to become involved in these negotiations. We have not opposed the proposed diversion. 
 
S&P14 A site meeting was held on 7th Nov with the agents for the owners of the old Chloride site and the local 
manager. Our original intention to use the MB&B canal over-bridge was deemed impractical but an alternative, far 



better, solution was generously offered. This will allow a longer stretch of the path to be upgraded when work starts 
next Spring.  
 
S&P11 The footbridge across the railway and the adjacent new paths have now opened. Edgar had made a formal 
objection on a personal basis but I understand that a meeting with Network Rail and SCC is to be scheduled and that a 
compromise is probable, involving re-designation of some Permissive Paths as PRoWs.   
 
David Yates 8th November 2018 
 

Salford Footpath Clearing 
 
Path clearing in Salford didn’t start until June this year. The prolonged spell of bad weather was one reason for this and 
the other was a lack of volunteers. Two new volunteers joining the team has helped immensely and we are back in 
business again. So far we have  put in 32 man hours and worked in 5 different locations. One location, being a path near 
Clifton Junction,  which gives access to the River Irwell where the path improvement work is in progress. 
 Rob Dean 
 

Web Editor’s Report 

We switched our site to the “ramblers-volunteers” mid June this year with the help of the volunteers and have had over 

1000 hits. Since then we have switched to site to “https” to make the site more secure and recently hid the committee 

email addresses to fall more in-line with data protection (you can still email us by clicking on the links). 

The site is now more easily up-dated and the feedback I have received is positive. I have started putting slideshows on 

the site. This is possible with the help of Margaret Manning and Margaret Metcalf, to whom I am grateful, but to keep 

this going I need more photos from everyone. 

Geoff Jones 

Social Secretary’s Report 

Another amazing year of socials, one a month, and the fantastic Summer weather of 2018 has really enhanced many of 
them. 
 
November 2017 ...the famous 'no show' event!! We had a lovely time waiting in Victoria Station and waiting..and 
waiting for Mr Schofield who never arrived, but at least it gave some people  time to do some Christmas shopping.  
 
December 2017... another very successful social with lots of people joining us at the Christmas market and then to  the 
Paramount for refreshments and a quiz! 
 
January 2018...the cold weather of Winter requires an indoor event,  nowhere better than the Bridgewater Hall. This 
was an informative tour which took us underneath the hall itself to see huge springs. 
 
February 2018... yes  Mr Schofield turned up for The Incredible Interiors tour which 30 of us thought was amazing. 
 
March 2018...the Scuttlers tour with Emma took us to the north of the city centre where she shared many of the stories 
from that dark side of the cities history. 
 
April 2018...the Morovian Centre in Tameside proved to be a hidden gem full of history. We were made particularly 
welcome and our hosts gave us lots of information and a great cuppa.  
 
May 2018... another hidden gem suggested by one of our members Wardley Hall,  absolute delight set in beautiful 
grounds . 
 
June 2018...our Summer evening took us to Stockport for an interesting look at the town and it's history. This was of 
course followed by refreshments and a quiz. 
 



July 2018...something new for us, a garden party. Carol and Dave very kindly offered the use of their beautiful garden 
for our social. The wine flowed, there was fabulous food, much of it made by some of our members, and a garden style 
quiz. The raffle helped made some extra money for our social funds. 
 
August 2018...some of our members had a fantastic day at Yorkshire Sculpture Park. The sun shone for them and they 
were able to enjoy a good walk around the grounds. 
 
September 2018...'part deux ' of Incredible Interiors with Mr Schofield. Again we were all amazed with what we didn't 
know about our city and about Mr S's incredible knowledge which he presented in such an entertaining way. 
 
Upcoming events for 2018 
October...Whitworth Art Gallery  
November...a bee themed walk with Emma Fox 
December...Christmas Social 
We need lots of ideas for 2019 
Christine Quinn 
 

Newsletter Editor’s report  

We have again produced four newsletters this year, two in paper and email form and two just as emails. I hope you have 

enjoyed reading them. Thanks as always to the proof readers Cath and Mags, to those who have contributed articles, 

including Alan, Rob, Barry, Margaret S, Mags, Salle and Steve S.  

Reports on walks and socials are compiled from comments and photos on Facebook so thanks to all those contributors 

as well as those above these include Geoff, Linda, Kate, Richard, Cath, Bob. 

Articles on anything to do with walking and The Ramblers are always welcome, especially on walks members have done 

locally, with us or others, or elsewhere in the UK or abroad.  Photos with the articles are also good.  

If anyone has ideas on how to improve the newsletter, or would like to take on designing and /or editing please let me 

know. 

Margaret Manning 

The Manchester Green Trail 

About 10 years ago The Ramblers, Manchester City Council and Red Rose Forest developed a 40 mile route around 

Manchester linking local parks and open spaces, made up of 14 short walks.  The intention was to promote easy walks 

that are local to where people live and to show that walking can be an enjoyable activity without having to go way out 

into the country.  That was the Manchester Green Corridor and you can still signs, way markers and banners on the 

railings of some parks. 

Since we established this route things have changed in Manchester:  we have a new tram network, parks have been 

restored, and we have a new Greater Manchester Mayor who is keen to see walking extended.  A small group of 

Ramblers members, supported by Transport for Greater Manchester (TFGM) and Manchester City Council (MCC) are 

rewriting the routes, developing new leaflets and aiming to relaunch the route in 2019 as the Manchester Green Trail.  

We will not be printing leaflets because we do not have the funds, but we will be hosting them as “e-leaflets” on our 

website, with links from TFGM and MCC websites, so they can be easily downloaded.  We are hoping to use some of the 

IT developed by MCC to highlight points of interest on the route, for example historic buildings, history of the parks and 

natural history.  TFGM are redesigning the maps, the logo and the e-leaflets. 

If you would like to get involved, checking the routes and later helping us put up way markers and signposts, then get in 

touch with me. 

Salle Dare 

 


